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ties, 12 ihjuries), of Pan Am 759 at New Orleans International
airport on 9 J1dY 1982 (152, fatalities, 9 injuries), and of Delta
191 at Dallas~t. Worth International airpom 0.2 August 1985
(130 fatalities, 31 injuries). No one escaped injury in any of these
accidents. In all three of these cases, the thunderstorm downdraft
implicated in the accident descended into a pre-existing outflow
that was produced from a nearby thunderstorm. Recent work
suggests that the wind shear and turbulence assmiated with the
leading edge of the pre-existing outflow may have added a cru-
cial ingredient to the overall hazard [5]. The presence of the gust
front from another storm was not mken into consideration in
assessments of the wind shear hazard in these cases.

In t\vo of the four additional fatal accidents attributed to
thunderstorm Iokvaltitude \vind shear (Table 1), roll clouds tvere
noted by eye\vitnesses. These mere the crash of a Braniff Airways
plane at Falls City, ~ on 6 August 1966 and lhe crash of an
Ozark Atr Unes plane at St. bl!is, MO on 23 JLIIY 1973. No

one escaped injuw in these ttvo accidents, ehher. In the Falls
Chy crash, “ground mitnesses observed the aircrafl to fly into
or over a roll cloud preceding a thunderstorm and shonly there-
after sam an explosion in the sky follomed by a fhehall falling
out of rhe cloud. Two pieces, later identified as major portions
of the right \ving and empennage, were seen falling separately
from the main part of the aircraft. Shortly thereafter the wit-
nesses noted high gusty surface winds and light to moderate rain
which accompanied the passage of a squall line through the area.
The cause of the accident \vas determined m be inflight structural
failure caused by extreme turbulence” [3]. Roll clouds mark the
ascendin~ branch of a horizontal vortex, usually either the gust
front itself, a solitary \vave, or part of an undular bore [6].

What role did the lo\v altitude do\vndrafts and tl!rbulence
associated with older, pre-existing gust fronts play in the three
microburst related fatal aircraft accidents? Certainly the diver-
gent headlvind-tailwind shear of the thunderstorm do\vndraft air
spreading horizontally along the surface can easily become

strong enough to cause an unmanageable loss of lift man aircraft
penetrating it (F]gure 1). Figl!re 2 sho\\,s that (he magnitude of
the tto$vndraft velocity has as much effect as tile horizontal \vind
shear on the ability of a plane to maintain its speed and glide
slope profile under shear conditions. But Figure 2 also shows

AIRCRA~ ENCOUNTER WITH A MICROBURST
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Fig”,e’ 1. Schemadc dr.lvina of an aircrall encot’nler )vilh a
“ic,obur.1. No,ice thpt (h. incr.o,ed heed,.ind by!. lhe plane above

h, in ,ended zlidoslone %vhlle rke inc,eased t.ilwind causes (he P1.ne

10 f.!! belo$””hs i“(e”ded ~lideslop,

that even performance increasing wind shear ~“creasi”g head-
wind) and updrafts, typically associated with gust fronts, can be
unsafe when their magnitudes are large. The effect of turb”le”ce
on aircmft control is not captured by the F-factor hazard index,
but the hazard can be extreme, especially at lo\v altitudes.

3. THE DATA

As pan of the development and demonstration of the Fed-
emi Aviation Administration Terminal Doppler Weather Radar
@WR) system [8], ~ Lincoln bboratory has measured
thunderstorm-generated low altitude \vind shear \vith a trans-
portable pulsed Doppler \veather radar testbed at five airports:
Memphis (19S5), Huntsville (1986), Denver (1987-88), Kansas
Gty (19S9), and Orlando (1990). The pencil beam TDWR
testbed radar \vas llsed to gather stlrf ace data over the airport
every 1.0- 1.j mi!l to correctly capture the rapid thunderstorm
out flo\v evolution. Systematic radar measurements aloft to 6.0
km AGL every 3 min \vere also made to detect any precursors

m the microburst out flo\v events. In addition to this operational

scan strate~y, the TDWR testbed inchtded advanced techniqltes
to enhance data quality such as ch!tter fiherin~, cluner residl!e
mapping, Doppler velocity dealiasing, and automatic selectiOn
of pulse repetition frequency [o minimize range obscuration by
out-of-trip tveatl~er echoes [9].

At each field site, a Doppler \veather radar operated by

the University of NoNh Dakota \vas situated \vith an ortho~onal
vie\vi!>g angle relative m the TDWR tesrbed radar, so that the
Doppler data from the t\vo radars could he combined m allow
unalnb!guous rccovc~ of the three dimensional wind field at the
surface. In Denver, Kansas ~ty, and Orlando, data !vere col-
tected so that dual Doppler surface \\,indfields could be derik,ed
over the airport every minute, A net\vork of 30-40 surface tvea$h-
er stations \vas also sited \$fithan a\,erage inter-station spacin~
of 1.4 – 2.1 km, to measure surface $vinds, temperature, relative
humidity, pressl,re, and rainfall amol!nts e\ery minute [10]. Be-
cause of the rapid (d~,al) radar update rate, the ol,erall storm
coverage, the minimization of dam contamination, the support-
ing sl!rf ace measurements, and the variety of climatic regimes
sampled, the TDWR testbed tow altitude ,vind shear measllre-
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me”rs provide a comprehensive, high quality data base for mi-
crobttrsl and gust front research.

4, LOW ALTITUDE lVIND SHEAR CHARACTERISTICS

4.1. ~

Recent work on aviation weather hazards and, in pa flicu-
Iar, on microbursts has focussed on the thundemtom downdraft
and out flo\v as the primary muse of low altitude wind shear.
The precipitation-driven dmvndraft of a cumulonimbus clOud is
now commonly called a microburst when its diameter is small
(< 4 km) and its outflow is stmtg (> 10 m/s). Hg.re 3 shows
the relative frequency of six different microburst characteristics
at each of tbe five field sites.

F!gure 3(a) shows the distribution of maximum surface
radar reflectivity in microbursts. Surface affectivity levels below
30-35 dBZ usually correspond to fitde or no measurable rainfall.
k Memphis, Huntsville, Kansas City, and Orlando, microbursts
were almost always associated with heavy rain at the surface.
Ho\vever, 78% of the Denver microbursts impacting the weather
station network bad reflectivity <30 dBZ. The semi-arid climate

there is typical of the high plains region east of the Rocky Moun-
Uins. The associated microburst wind shear [Figures 3(b) and
(d)] \$,as quit. similar at all the field sites, revealing that Io\v
reflectivity events are not necessarily \veak. The distribution of
microburst sizes [Figure 3(c)] shows that microbursts were
somelvhat smaller in Orlando and Denver than at the other field
sites. The dry, ice-driven microburs= of Denver, and the highly
unstable summer thunderstorms in Orlando are expected to be
small based on theoretical considerations [12,1 3].

The size and strength of the doxmdraft, and the tempera-
tllre of the outflow air play dominant roles in determining the
outflow evolution. The surface temperature change associated
\vith dry microbursts can be either positive or negative but is
almost aIways small [Figure 3(0, Denver]. The OutflOwair \vill
readily mix \vitb amb!ent air after the initial momentum has dis-
sipated. Wet microburst outflows are almost invariable cold,
with the temperature changes typica!ly ransins frOm -1 tO -12
“C. These outflows continue propasatins as gravity currents
once the initial downdrafdout flow momentum has dissipated.
The difference in associated miuoburst air temperature helps
explain the difference in microburst event duration bet\veen
Denver and the other field sites [figure 3(e)]. Statistics on other
microburst characteristics such as outflow depth, and cloud top
height, are given in [14] for Huntsville and Denver.

The evolving three dimensional wind field near the surface
in microbursts is perhaps the most important characteristic to
quantify for wind shear studies. By combining the data from two
or more Doppler weather radars scanning synchronously, and

employing the mass continuity equation of fluid dynamics }vith

the boundary condition that the vertical velocity equal zero at

the ground, the three dimensional wind field near the surface can

be accurately derived [1s]. Figure 4(a) shows the surface reflec-

tivity of a strong, isolated microburst observed with the ~WR
testbed radar near the Memphis hternational Airport on 26 June
1985. Obsewers noted extremely heavy precipitation during this
storm. Taking as time T the time shown in Hgure 4(a) (183629
G~, the evolution of the outflow at five times from T+l.5 min
to T+5,6 min is sho\v” i“ Fxg”re 4(b). The high reflectivity
(45-55 dBZ) main storm downdraft is located at a range Of ap

proximately 6 km “oflhcast of the TDM testbed radar in these
cross sections. ne strongest outflow winds are located approxi-
mately 100 m AGL. ~cse cross-sections clearly show the devel-

opment of a horizontal vortex or rotor associated with the leadn8
gust front as the out flo\v spreads away from the storm center.
This voflex eventually detaches and moi,es alvay from the main
outflow.

This behayior is a fundamental characteristic of cold, axi.
symmetric outflows. b the cold air spreads radially, its volume
covers a larger area and the outflow depth drops rapidly. This
seu up a radial pressure gradient that accelerates the fluid out-
wsrd. However, the acceleration of fluid just behind the front
is limited by the front itself, so disturbances \vill propagate back
away from the front. This “reflected” fluid is o\,eflaken by fluid
from farther upstream teading to an accumulation in a raised
rim or Ieadins vortex ring [5]. The popularly held notion that
this feature is caused by the “spin-up” of a constant volume vor-
tex that formed around the downdraft before it reached the sur-
face, and “stretchefl in length as the circumference of the out-
flo$v expanded, is incorrect. In a t>vodimensional cold out flo\v,
a similar circulation forms bllt fluid does not accumulate in the
slightly deeper gravity current “head” (Figure 5). Thus circular
gust fronts are fundament811y different from their more straight
line counterparts. The idealized out flo\v frOm an isOlated cell
\vith no Iead!ng voflex front (Rgure 1) essentially never occurs.

The Doppler radar spectrum width (not shown) is very
tigh in the leading vortex gust front sho\vn in Ftgure 4, indicating
stronf turbulence at tow altitudes. The do)vndraft speed on the
backside of the vortex is comparable to that at low altitudes in
the main storm do\vndraft coincident with the high reflectivity
storm core, but the reflectivity is only 10–15 dBZ. Thus, even
though this microburst is associated \vith heavy rain and hish
reflectivity, there is a low reftcctivity region of severe aircraft
hazard surrounding it. The hazard of the gust front is a signifi-
cant part of the overall microburst hazard.

Detection of microburst aircraft hazard \vith ground-
based Doppler \veather radar relies on the divergence detected
in the radial \vinds beinx comparable to tbe divergence in the
azimldhal direction, so that estimates of wind shear along any
runway \vill be accurate. Our studies indicate that this is not al-
ways uue. The average strength asymmetry ratio (maximum
over minimum out flo\v strength from any vie\ving angle) in Den-
ver n>icrobursts is atmost 2:1; the cumulative frequency of
strength asymmetry ratios is shown in Figure 6. Thus, the \\,ind
shear in a microburst could be anywhere from half to t\vicc as
strong as that detected by Doppler radar.

4.2. GIJST FRONTS

As shown in Figure 4, the leading edge of a microburst
is actltally a gust front, \vhxch \veakens as it expands olmvard.
Ho\vever, if the cold out flo\v from a nllmber of cells pools togeth-
er, and is continually freshened, the gust front can renlain \fery
strong and hazardous for long periods of time. Gust fronts are
characterized by a convergent u,ind shear pattern and very strong
low altitude updrafts. This L!pivardmoving air is often visually
marked by a low altitude arc cloud or roll cloud (Figure 5).

In the foNo\ving, a gust front e$,cnt is defined as a sinsle
obsewation of a gust front (on a radar volume scan) as deter.
mined by subjective analysis. Gust front strength is determined
by the change in Doppler ve[ocity (AV across the gttst front.
me relative” freqllency of weak, moderate, strong, and severe
gust front events is shown in Ftgure 7(a). Kansas Chy exhitited
the stronSest events, folio~ved by Denver and Orlando. About
84% of all gust front events had AV f 15 m/s. The ~stributiOn
of lengths of gust front events is provided in F!Sure 7(b). Orlando
gust fronts tended to be sfighdy shorter than (hose in Denver
and Kansas Chy, The average gust front lengths for Denver, Kan-
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Fiaure 3. Cha,.c:eristics oJmicroburs!s (AfB)oro,epresenl edbyrelative frcqtt@ncy oJevcn[s aleact, oi,po,l (M85:Me”tphis -22 M8; H86:Hdn/sv/1/@
-31 MB; D88: De.ve, -8? MB; KC89: Ka”so, cily - IO MB; 090: Or/.ndo - 16 MB) whh ,hemeo$”red v.ri.ble. Tharightmos! ch.,tineachrotv
.I,.,.$tha rel.,iuefrtq.e”.y .J,he me.$. red cha,.c,.ri$,icJo, .11 microbg,rs,s iJ.nly black bo,$ .,e $ho\vn (ALL: 166 MB); {f bolh a,ey ondbl..k
bar$ are sbotvn, <l,c~reybors,ep,e~e”t lht Denver distribul(on, a“d,hebl.ck bars repre.en, Ihe.ver.tc dit,,;b.don J”lfidby co., bini”gdo!. Jrom
.Il$?rc$ ..vcepr Dt.ver (OTHERS: 79 MB). 1“ e) .ndf), the s.mplin~ in, er,,.ls ,vere combined in ,I,e ,iah,mos, cho,l Jor I@gibi/ily. Only microburs[s
impacling ,hc !vea,he, s!.d.n “e,work were used i. lhts.mple. TD\VR 1ts,6edrad.r do,. $.?r? usedi” cho,,,.)-d), n,e>o”et dala i“ e) .nd J).
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Fl$,,,e 4. (.) TDWR les!bed ,ador 0,5” elet’o!io,a scan al time T,
1836:29 G,WT, o“ 26 June 1985, Dot. were coflecied “#or blc”tPhis, TN.
Rcllec,ivi,y is con,o. red a, 20, 30, 40, and 50 dDZ ($elzcl.d conto”r$
ore /be///d $vi,A boxed n.me,als). (b) Vc,,i..l c,oss-$ecl ;.,!., along ozi-
m“,6 334° /$hoIrn in (.)/, a, fjrc $egucn,iol dmt$. R?f/@c,i!$/fy is con-
lo”,,d cr,,y 5 dBZ f,om 10 dBZ.

SaS Gty, Orlando and all gust frOnts \vere Zg km. 31 km, 26 knl

and 29 km, respectively.

Sevent),-se\en Denver (1988), 6G Kansas Chy (19s9),
and 13 Orlando (1990) cases !vere chosen for analysis of Sllst
front duration [Figure 7(c)] and propagation speed [figure

7(d)]. About 82% of Kansas City gust fronts had durations of

less than 60 minutes, as compared to 52% of Denver and 31%

of Orlando gust fronts. The mean duration of Denver gust fronts

\vas 71 minutes, Kan8aS City -42, and Orlando - 117 minutes.

Thus, Orlando gust fronts were the longest-lived gL!st fronts. The

mean duration of all gust fronts was 63 minutes. The distribution

of gust front propagation speed indicates that Kansas City gust

fronts propagated faster than Denver and Orlando gust fronts.
The average propagation speeds of Denver, Kansas City, Orlan-
do gust fronts were 7 mls, 10 MIS, and 8 mls, respectively.

The distribution of the tirection toward \vhich the ~ust

fronts propagated is given in Figure 7(e). In both Denver and

Kansas C~ty, the preferred direction of propagation \vas from

the north\vest quadrant to southeast quadrant. In Orlando, the
preferred propagation direction \~ras south\vest to northeast.
About 737. of all gust fronts exhibited an east\\,ard propagation
component.

Out flo\v depth determined from radar data for each of
the three sites is given in F,gure 7(f). The deepest out fiou,s \\,ere
found in Kansas Chy, \vhere an a,,erage oulflo\v depth of 1.4

,-..-W.MA8.........................
J8&cKFLw J >’,. ~~

WDERCURRENT’ )
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Fizure 5. Sch cmadc represen! adon of.. atmo$ph eric de”si!y curren 1.
An aircraJt flying {“:0 the OUIJ!O$Vwould expe,ie”ce on inc,eost 1. head
!vind, ond an oi,c,til exiling III e OU:JIOw \Gould exptrien ce o decrease in
:oil,vind. Bolh situolions resull in . perJornl.nce 8ain. S!,.”2 !’,rbulcn cc
@“d vs,dca! oi, modons OCCU, wilhin :Ite she., zone o“d in ,he take .]
ihe gt’st /,..( Itead. F,onl /16/.

.
STRENGTH ASYMMETRY RATIO (MAXIMINI

-.
Fi$u,c 6, L.nlul.lire Jreqttency “J s!re,tg7h asym.IeIry rolios Jor vari-
ot,$ nt..rimtt,n s!rettgth classes, Ior 96 obser,nlio”s of 27 !nicrobter$!
ei,en:s n,eot.rtd in Denver, 1987 $.hh dual Doppler radar. From [1 7].
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UND Doppler radar

.
TDWR teslbed radar

Figure 8. Dual Doppler wind veclor plot showinf the collid!”g gusl
Ironls (dashed I;nes) from two large ce!k in a line storm as :hey impac,
lhe K.nsm CiIy lnlernalionol AirporI o“ 15 August 1989, The ahpo,t run-
,vays a,e ;Ilus!ra,ed by the nea,ly orthoxonol heavy 1!.8s near the cen:er
of Ihe figu,e, A !feclo, Ie”ZIh of the ~,id spoci”x represen 1sa 15 mIs wind
~peed. Axis lick marti are placed at 1 km Inlervol$. Refle.dvily ~$ .on-
l“vred in 10 dBZ increments from 10 to 50 dBZ. Notice that the U“lversily
of North Dakota (UND) DoPP1e, rodor, Iocaied so., heo,t of th e ohPo,t
has o much belle, viewing angle then the TDWR tesfbed ,odar f., obsen,-
ing !h e s!rong convergence associated sviih #his 8.s1 f,onf.

km \vas found. Outflobvs in Denver and Orlando had approxi-

mately the same average depth of 1.0 km.

In order to determine the thern~odynamic characteristics

of gust fronts, 10 gust fronts from Denver, 10 from Kansas City,

and 13 from Orlando that passed throltgh the \veather station
nettvork \vere chosen for analysis. The maximum temperature
chanse across the gust front for these cases is shotvn in Rgure
7(3). Negative numbers indicate that the outflo\v air \vas cooler
than the amtient air. Only one outflow (from Kansas City) \vas
\varmer than the amtient air. The majority of out flo\vs were
about 7.SOC cooler than the ambient air. The average tempera-
ture drops accompanying Denver, Kansas City, Orlando, and all
gust fronts were -7.60C, -5.9-C, -8.80C, and -8.O”C, respec-
tively. In general, Denver and Orlando gust fronts resulted in
greater temperature drops than Kansas ~ty gust fronx.

The asymmet~ problem encountered in Doppler radar
detection of ‘microbursts is even more severe for gust frontz. One
striking example of this is shown in Fsgure 8. This dual Doppler
surface wind field analysis of a strong gust front at the leading
ed~e of the pooled outflow from cells within a tine storm shows
ho\v different the onhogonal views of the radial velocity can be.
Essentially no gust front signature xvas detected in the radial
\vindfield from the TDWR testbed radar in tfis case. We are aC-
tively exploring advanced tech”iq”es for detecting “gust frOntS

in llnfavorable viewing geometries \vith Doppler \veather radar

[tsl.

s. SUMMARY

Accurate detection of aviation-hazardous 10\\, ahitLIde
\vind shear generated by thunderstorms relies upon its accurate
characterization. The meteorological understanding of micro-
bursts and gust fronts is rapidly growing, even as \ve develop
the automated algorithms to ensure their detection. This survey

of data from ve~ drfferent cfimatic regimes demonstrates the
growh in our understanding of these events, and allows new in-
sights into the analysis of the fatal US microburst aircraft
crashes. ~s new understanding can now be used to enhance
pilot and ATC personnel training, and exploited in the develop
ment of wind shear detection systems.
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